We present CCD photometry and high resolution spectroscopy of low-mass stars in the open cluster NGC 2516, which has an age of about 150 Myr and may have a much lower metallicity than the Pleiades. Twenty four probable F to early K type, single cluster members have been identi ed from their photometry and radial velocities, along with three possible spectroscopic binaries. The projected equatorial velocities are measured and compared with younger and older clusters. Several fast rotating late G /early K stars are seen, but all hotter stars have v e sin i < 20 kms ?1 . The data are consistent with angular momentum loss models with spindown timescales that increase from tens of Myr for G stars to hundreds of Myr for K stars. The observed X-ray activity is consistent with the currently accepted rotation-activity paradigm. Lithium abundances are derived from the LiI 6708 A line. The pattern of Li depletion is indistinguishable from that in the Pleiades, including a spread in the K0 stars, where the most rapid rotators su er the least Li depletion. The observations argue either in favour of a metallicity in the range ?0:1 < Fe/H]< 0:0 for NGC 2516, or a lower metallicity and extra Li depletion through non-standard mixing modes which occurs on timescales of only 50Myr. Neither our low signal to noise spectroscopy or our photometry can constrain Fe/H] su ciently to decide between these possibilities. A detailed spectroscopic chemical abundance analysis is urgently required.
INTRODUCTION
Observations of co-eval stars in open clusters play a vital rôle in deciding which physical processes drive the evolution of rotation, magnetic activity and photospheric lithium abundances in cool stars with convective envelopes. Cool stars spin down as they get older, presumably through interactions between the stellar magnetic eld and an ionized wind (Weber & Davis 1967) . Rotation is also the key to the magnetic activity displayed by cool stars via the dynamo process, which manifests itself as cool starspots and hot chromospheres and coronae. In the last few years significant progress has been made on both the observational and theoretical fronts in understanding the simultaneous decay of rotation and magnetic activity as stars age (e.g. Stauffer 1991 , Charbonneau & MacGregor 1993 , Soderblom et al. 1993c , Stau er et al. 1994 , Collier-Cameron & Li 1994 , Barnes & So a 1996 , Bouvier, Forestini & Allain 1997 .
The abundance of lithium in cool stellar atmospheres is a related topic. Li is a fragile element, burned in (p, ) reactions at temperatures higher than 2:4 10 6 K. A star's primordial photospheric Li is depleted and diluted by mixing processes which reach down to layers at these temperatures. Convection is important during pre-main sequence (PMS) phases and may also be important on the main sequence (MS) if the star has a deep enough convection zone (CZ). Recent observations (Soderblom et al. 1993a,b, S93a,b] 1995, Thorburn et al. 1993 , James & Je ries 1997 , Je ries 1997b, Jones et al. 1997) , indicate spreads in Li abundance at a given mass and age, and continuing Li depletion in MS stars with CZ depths insu cient to reach Li burning layers. These observations suggest that other mixing mechanisms, such as microscopic di usion or rotationally induced turbulence are important (Chaboyer, Demarque & Pinsonneault 1995) . Alternatively, PMS depletion may be more ecient than previously estimated, and rotationally dependent Li depletion inhibition mechanisms have been put forward (Mart in & Claret 1996) . Observationally, there is some evidence that faster rotating stars preserve their Li better than c 0000 RAS slowly rotating stars of the same mass (Balachandran, Lambert & Stau er 1988, S93a) . Internal di erential rotation could also trigger extra mixing and it is now clear that in tidally locked binary systems, where rigid rotation is likely to be enforced, there is substantially less Li depletion than in single stars of the same age (Soderblom et al. 1990 , Thorburn et al. 1993 , Ryan & Deliyannis 1995 .
Observations of open clusters could in principle disentangle these inter-related e ects. Several approaches can be adopted. Observing clusters at a range of ages should reveal the evolutionary sequence of relevant properties, as long as one cluster can be considered representative of all at the same age. This assumption can be tested by observing several clusters at a similar age. Plausible reasons why the assumption may be invalid are di ering initial conditions, such as the distribution of angular momenta or circumstellar disk lifetimes (Bouvier et al. 1997) , or di ering compositions. As all the processes discussed so far depend signi cantly on the CZ properties, and as these are known to vary with composition, then observing clusters with similar ages but di ering compositions might isolate which mechanisms are the most important in producing the evolution of observable quantities. The probable dependence of Li depletion on metallicity has been modelled by Chaboyer et al. (1995) and empirically demonstrated by Je ries (1997b) .
In this paper we present high resolution optical spectroscopy of cool stars in NGC 2516, for which Meynet, Mermilliod & Maeder (1993) give an age of 141 Myr, in comparison with ages for the better studied Pleiades and Per clusters of 100 Myr and 52 Myr respectively. Photometric studies were presented by Cox (1955) , Eggen (1972) and Dachs & Kabus (1989) , yielding a mean reddening estimate E(B ?V )=0.12. A major X-ray study was undertaken using the ROSAT satellite (Je ries, Thurston & Pye 1997 JTP97] ). 159 X-ray sources were identi ed within a central 20 arcmin radius, 65 of these could be identi ed as photometric members of the cluster with V < 15, the majority of which were cool, coronally active stars. Using these stars, and comparing with other clusters, JTP97 showed that NGC 2516 has a U ? B excess that is best explained if its metallicity is substantially less than the Pleiades. A model depen- 
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 2.1 Target Selection
Prior to the X-ray study of JTP97, little was known about the low mass membership of NGC 2516. Choosing an X-ray selected sample of low mass stars is likely to introduce a serious bias into the results of any investigation into rotation and Li abundance. It is well known that X-ray activity and to a lesser extent, Li abundance, is correlated with rotation in other young clusters. As the X-ray selected sample of low mass stars in JTP97 is by no means complete, we did not select our targets in this way. Instead, stars were selected for observation solely on the basis of their photometric properties.
For the 1995 run, photometric members were selected from the photoelectric and photographic photometry given by Dachs & Kabus (1989) . JTP97 give a list of cluster candidates determined by their positions on the V vs B ? V colour-magnitude diagram. For the 1996 run, we had access to higher quality CCD photometry taken on the 0.9-m telescope at the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory. Full details of this photometric survey will be given in Thurston & Je ries (in preparation), only brief notes are provided here.
The survey was conducted on the nights of 8-13 Janc 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{12
uary 1995 using a 2048x2048 pixel Tektronix CCD at the Cassegrain focus. The CCD eld of view was 13.5x13.5 arcminutes. A series of 5x5 overlapping elds were taken in B,V and I lters, covering an area of almost 1 square degree, centred upon RA = 7h55m07.2s, Dec=-60d45m36s (J2000.0). Both short (30s, 15s, 15s) and longer (200s, 100s, 100s) exposures were taken for each eld, to ensure a large dynamic range of measured magnitudes. The data were debiased and at elded using twighlight sky exposures in the usual manner. CCD elds containing 25-30 standard stars from Landolt (1992) were observed on each night and were used to determine transformation coe cients, extinction and zero points by minimum 2 techniques. The residuals to these ts indicate errors of about 0.015 magnitudes in V , B ? V and Cousins V ? IC. Instrumental magnitudes were determined with aperture photometry, using the Starman software suite (Penny 1995) and transformed to the standard system. The data were then inspected on the V vs B ?V and V vs V ?IC colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) to choose likely cluster members. These CMDs are shown in Fig. 1 for our spectroscopic targets. There are some discrepancies between the Dachs & Kabus photometry and our photometry. Two stars were observed in 1995 (DK354 and DK825), which, with the bene t of the more recent photometry, are unlikely cluster candidates. The new CCD photometry data are used in this paper and are listed for each target in Table 1 .
High resolution spectroscopy
The high resolution optical spectroscopy discussed in this paper was obtained with the 3.9-m Anglo-Australian Telescope during 21-22 January 1995 and 9-11 February 1996, using the University College London Echelle Spectrograph (UCLES { Diego & Walker 1985) . The instrumental set up, data reduction and analysis techniques are similar those described by JJ97 and only brief details are given here.
UCLES is situated at the Coud e focus and we used the 79 lines mm ?1 grating and a 1024x1024 Tektronix CCD as the detector. The central wavelength was 6538 A but only partial coverage of orders from 5500 A to 8700 A was obtained. A slit width of 1.2 arcsec projected to about three 24 micron pixels, which gave an instrumental resolution of about 0.15 A at the 6708 A Li I line used subsequently to determine Li abundances. Slit lengths were set so that each order was spatially wide enough to subtract sky background and scattered light, even in the poor seeing conditions that we experienced. Exposure times ranged from 20 to 60 minutes for our targets. Unfortunately, setting exposures times was extremely di cult due to thin, variable cloud throughout most of the two runs and very poor seeing in the 1995 run. Reduction was accomplished with the echomop software package (Mills & Webb 1994) , including optimal extraction of the attened, debiased spectra.
Heliocentric radial velocities (RV ) and projected equatorial velocities (ve sin i) were obtained by cross-correlation with IAU radial velocity standards and slowly rotating stars with similar spectral types (see JJ97 for details). The wavelength ranges used in these procedures were the three spectral orders 5670 A-5732 A, 5819 A-5882 A and 5976 A-6041 A, which contain many strong metallic absorption lines and little telluric contamination. The results quoted are means from the three separate orders. The calibration and estimation of errors in these procedures are described by JJ97. Our nal error estimates in both RV and ve sin i are mainly dependent on the s/n of the spectra and their ve sin i. Errors in RV range from 0:6 km s ?1 in the best narrow lined spectra to 3:5 km s ?1 in the fast rotating objects. Errors in ve sin i are roughly 10-20 percent down to a limit of about 7 km s ?1 , which is set by the s/n and instrumental resolution. Note that for the two earliest type stars observed, we obtained no appropriate standard star spectra. For these objects we made no attempt to measure ve sin i and the RV s were estimated from the H absorption line to an accuracy of 5 km s ?1 .
Lithium abundances were measured using the Li I 6708 A line. Spectra from the slowly rotating standard stars were broadened and shifted to the same ve sin i and RV of the target star and then subtracted. These stars are presumably old and can be assumed to be completely depleted of Li. No 6708 A feature is apparent in any of these high s/n spectra above a limit of about 10m A. This can probably be attributed to a nearby Fe I line at 6707.44 A. An advantage of the spectral subtraction technique is that it automatically subtracts contributions from blends and permits a more robust continuum estimation, especially for spectra with poor s/n or when rotational broadening is present. The excess Li I 6708 A equivalent width (EW) was estimated by integrating the residual over a region of (vsini + the FWHM of an unresolved line). If the measured ve sin i was an upper limit, then 7 km s ?1 was used. Statistical errors were calculated from summing the variance array over the same range. We have con rmed, by arti cially broadening some of the narrow lined objects, that the estimated EWs are not in uenced by the ve sin i of the star. For the two hottest stars which had no comparable spectral type standards, we simply integrated the equivalent width below an assumed continuum level.
Lithium Abundances
Lithium abundances were calculated from the Li I 6708 A EWs using a spline interpolation of the curves of growth given by S93a. NLTE corrections were applied to these abundances using the code of Carlsson et al. (1994) . The e ective temperatures were derived from intrinsic B ?V colours, using Carney's (1983) relation with Cayrel, Cayrel de Strobel & Campbell's (1985) zero point for the Hyades. The metallicity dependence of this relationship was taken into account using the prescription of Saxner & Hammarbach (1985 (Cayrel et al. 1985) .
For members of NGC 2516, the calculations were performed using Fe/H] of -0.3 and 0.0 to see what e ect metallicity has on the derived abundances. The values quoted in Table 1 apply to the solar metallicity case. We also assumed a mean reddening, E(B ? V ), of 0.12 in all cases. For nonmembers (see below), the reddening is unknown, we have c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1{12 Figure 2 . Examples of our spectra around the 6708 A LiI line. The spectra are (from top to bottom) CTIO-3, CTIO-2, E10, CTIO-4 and E27 (see Table 1 ). The spectra have been normalized to unity put in 0.15 A bins and o set by 0.5. therefore not calculated Li abundances for these stars. The curves of growth we use are extrapolations for Te > 6500 K, therefore no Li abundance has been estimated for DK81. Table 1 lists the celestial coordinates and other measured and derived quantities for each star. The NLTE Li abundances are given on the usual scale where log N(H) = 12. Positions are measured from the Space Telescope Digitized Sky Survey and should be accurate to better than 1 arcsec. Some examples of our spectra are shown in Fig. 2 .
RESULTS

Identi cation of cluster members
All of our targets were selected to be reasonably close to a nominal locus for the cluster in the V vs B ? V and V vs V ? IC CMDs (Fig.1) . In addition to the discrepant points of DK354 and DK825 there appears to be a larger scatter about a ZAMS locus in the V vs V ?IC CMD than in the V vs B ? V diagram, perhaps leading to questions about the true membership of some of our targets. This extra scatter in V ?IC could be due to cool starspots which would a ect V ? IC more than B ? V (e.g. Je ries et al. 1994) . The scatter would be most pronounced for the most active and rapidly rotating stars. An additional V ?IC error of perhaps 0:02?0:05 for the most active stars is probably appropriate when comparing with theoretical curves. When combined with the photometric errors, it is di cult to exclude any of our other targets from cluster membership.
Given the accuracy of our RV measurements, a better way to select cluster members uses the fact that the dispersion around the mean RV of an open cluster should only be of order 1 km s ?1 (Stau er et al. 1997) . The presence of wide binary systems may increase this dispersion and of course close binary systems might have radial velocities very discrepant from the mean. As we only have single radial velocity measurements and none of our targets appear to be SB2s, we will have to discard objects with discrepant RV s at this stage. The criterion we adopt is to accept a star as a radial velocity member, if its RV is within 3 of the cluster mean, after adding 1 km s ?1 in quadrature to the statistical error bar. The Lynga (1987) Three stars (DK96, DK213 and DK945) have discrepant RV s, but large Li I 6708 A EWs. We regard these as possible spectroscopic binary systems, that warrant further investigation. DK354 has the correct RV but appears to lie some way below the main sequence. We mark this as a questionable member and do not consider it further. The other 5 stars with discrepant RV s have undetectable Li I lines.
Rotation rates
Projected equatorial rotation rates for NGC 2516 are compared with those for other clusters in (1987) . There is only a scatter of 10-15 percent around this mean relation.
The rst question we can ask is, what evidence is there for spin down between the ages of the Pleiades and NGC 2516? ve sin i measurements are lower limits to the true equatorial velocity. The mean correction factor is =4, but there is less than a 14 percent probability of ve sin i underestimating the equatorial velocity by more than a factor of two and only a 24 percent probability of ve sin i being less than 2/3 of the equatorial velocity. Therefore, even with only a handful of ve sin i measurements, one can be reasonably con dent about judging the fastest rotation speeds observed.
Cursory inspection of the data would suggest that the late F and G stars (0:5 (B ? V )0 < 0:75) of NGC 2516 have a lower peak rotation rate than the Pleiades, but the evidence in the early K stars (0:75 (B ? V )0 < 0:95) is marginal because of the small numbers and the scarcity of the most rapid rotators in the Pleiades. One can put this on a more quantitative level by looking at the number of stars with ve sin i above or below a ve sin i threshold in these two colour intervals. These numbers are given in Table 2 . The proportion of late F and G stars in NGC 2516 with ve sin i > 10 km s ?1 is similar to that in the Pleiades. Given the small number statistics, the fractions of early K stars with ve sin i > 10 km s ?1 are also comparable. However, if the threshold is raised to 20 km s ?1 , there are still 9 out of 54 fast rotating F and G type Pleiads, but none out of 15 in NGC 2516. We believe this di erence is signi cant, providing the NGC 2516 sample is not contaminated with nonmembers. The same cannot be said for the K stars, where 2 objects in NGC 2516 have ve sin i > 20 km s ?1 and 1 might be expected if a similar ve sin i distribution to the Pleiades were assumed.
The second question we can pose is are the late-type stars of NGC 2516 rotating any faster than their counterparts in the slightly older clusters NGC 6475 and NGC 1039 and the much older Hyades? Clearly there are faster rotating stars in NGC 2516 than in the Hyades for (B ?V )0 between 0.6 and 0.82. For cooler stars the data are inconclusive, but for the 6 hotter stars observed, it seems that the spin down to the Hyades rotation rates is almost complete, with little scatter in their ve sin i values.
Combining the data from NGC 1039 and NGC 6475 (which have similar ages, although recall the NGC 6475 data are X-ray selected), there does not seem to be any signicant di erence between the F and G stars of NGC 2516 and the slightly older clusters. Among the early K stars there is only an individual example with ve sin i > 10 km s ?1 (out of 16) in NGC 1039/NGC 6475, but 3 out of 7 in NGC 2516. Although these are small number statistics, we do attach some signi cance to this result, especially as the 6 members of NGC 6475 in this category are the most X-ray active in the cluster (JJ97).
Lithium abundances
A similar comparison for the Lithium abundances is presented in Fig. 4 . Li I 6708 A EWs and B?V photometry were garnered from the literature and converted to abundances in an identical way to the NGC 2516 data. The literature sources used were: S93a for the Pleiades, JJ97 for NGC 6475, Jones et al. (1997) for NGC 1039 and Boesgaard & Budge (1988) , Thorburn et al. (1993) and Soderblom et al. (1995) for the Hyades. The NGC 2516 points are those from Table 1, assuming a solar metallicity. The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows the e ect of reducing the metallicity to Fe/H]= ?0:3.
The main change is that derived e ective temperatures are lower and thus Li abundances are decreased. Although the uncertainty in the metallicity causes systematic errors larger than the statistical errors, it has little in uence on how the abundances are interpreted because the uncertainty runs nearly parallel to the general trend in the data. This conclusion also applies to any uncertainty in the mean reddening.
In Fig. 4a the Li abundance pattern in NGC 2516 is very similar to the Pleiades apart from the two points (DK206 and DK221) where only (2 ) upper limits to the Li I EWs could be found. Anomalously low Li abundances, which do not t the trend of the vast majority of cluster members, have been noted in the Hyades, NGC 6475 and Per (age 52 Myr) clusters (Thorburn et al. 1993 , JJ97, Balachandran et al. 1988 . The simplest explanation is that these few objects are not cluster members (although note the erratum in the case of Per { Balachandran, Lambert & Stau er 1996). We conclude that both DK206 and DK221 may be nonmembers, but further membership criteria (chromospheric activity, proper motions) should be obtained.
The spread in Li abundances that becomes apparent in the Pleiades data for Te < 5400 K, also appears in NGC 2516. Spectra for the ve members with Te 5200 K are displayed in Fig. 2 . The spread in EWs and abundances is inconsistent with the statistical errors or any possible uncer- Turning to Fig. 4b , we can say that the lower envelope of the older NGC 1039 and NGC 6475 clusters is slightly below that of NGC 2516 and the Pleiades (again, we discount the three measured upper limits in NGC 2516). In NGC 1039, the extra scatter seen in the late G and early K stars of the Pleiades has, to a large degree, converged. The NGC 6475 stars are X-ray (and hence rotation) selected and there may be stars with lower Li abundances awaiting discovery (see JJ97). In contrast, the G and K stars of the Hyades have Li abundances well below the trends exhibited in the younger clusters.
Lithium and rotation
A well known, but imperfect correlation exists between rapid rotation and inhibited Li depletion in young open clusters (see for example S93a, Jones et al. 1997 ). Although we have too few points to do a rigorous statistical test of this correlation in NGC 2516, Fig. 5 shows the Li abundances with symbol sizes proportional to the measured ve sin i. There is clearly evidence to support the idea that, at least for the cooler stars, the fastest rotators are less Li depleted.
It is also worth commenting at this stage on the Li depletion seen in the possible SB1 members of NGC 2516, namely, DK96, DK213 and DK945. Close binaries are known to be less depleted than stars of similar colour and age (e.g. Soderblom et al. 1990 , Ryan & Deliyannis 1995 , possibly as a result of inhibited internal di erential rotation. DK96 ts in with this pattern, but the other two stars have Li abundances consistent with the trend shown by the other, presumably single cluster members.
Rotation and coronal activity
Like the lithium-rotation relationship, we do not have sufcient targets to rigorously test the rotation-activity correlation, but can at least see whether our data ts the current paradigm. Figure 6 shows coronal activity, expressed as the ratio of X-ray to bolometric luminosity, as a function of e ective temperature. X-ray luminosities and upper limits are taken from JTP97 where available. For several stars, new X-ray upper limits are calculated from the ROSAT Xray image as described by JTP97. Two stars (DK945 and DK964) lie outside the ROSAT eld of view. Bolometric corrections are derived in the same way as JTP97. The corrections change by at most a few hundredths of a magnitude depending on the assumed metallicity. X-ray to bolometric ux ratios or upper limits are listed in Table 1 . Remembering that ve sin i measurements are a lower limit to the true rotation rate, the results con rm most aspects of the rotation-activity paradigm. Speci cally, faster rotators appear to have higher levels of X-ray emission, especially in the cooler stars. The peak levels of activity reach Lx=Lbol 10 ?3 in three stars with ve sin i > 15 km s ?1 . This concurs with similar, saturated levels of X-ray emission seen in the fast rotating stars of other young clusters (e.g. Stau er et al. 1994 , Randich et al. 1996 . There are however, a number of moderately fast rotators with Te > 5750 K but low X-ray activity. Note especially DK313, DK415 and DK803 which have similar colours and ve sin i, but activity levels which vary by an order of magnitude. The best explanation for this is that the CZs are very thin in stars at these temperatures. Small errors in the colours result in large di erences in CZ thickness and mask the correlation with rotation because the more fundamental correlation is with Rossby number (ratio of period to convective turnover time { Noyes et al. 1984 , Dobson & Radick 1989 ).
The metallicity of NGC 2516
The metallicity (referred to here as Fe/H], although we implicitly assume that all metals scale with the iron abundance) is crucial to our interpretation of the results, particularly the Li abundances. JTP97 derived Fe/H]= ?0:32 0:06 by modelling the U ? B excess in the F and G stars of NGC 2516, using a mixture of photographic and photoelectric photometry. This low value prompted us into the present study, although papers by Favata et al. (1997) and Amado & Byrne (1997) have pointed out possible hazards in this technique due to contamination of the U-band ux with chromospheric emission.
We have attempted to check the metallicity of NGC 2516 in two di erent ways, using the new data presented here. The rst uses our spectroscopy and B?V photometry. We measured the EWs of 46 weak, ( 60m A) neutral metal lines (mainly Fe, Si, Ni, Mn and V) in the same echelle orders used to nd RV and ve sin i. Clearly, the S/N of the spectra is insu cient to do a line by line analysis, but we set the continuum by identifying line free regions in the solar spectrum and calculated EWs by integration about the line rest wavelength, in a similar way to the Li I measurements described in section 2.2. For this analysis, only a subset of Table 1. the cluster members were used { those with a reasonable S/N and low ve sin i. Having summed the EWs we calculated the same sum for the solar spectrum. The measurements are shown versus B ? V in Fig. 7 .
We used the Kurucz (1993) model atmospheres, Kurucz & Bell (1995) line lists and the uclsyn spectral synthesis software (Smith 1992) to identify lines and adjust the log gf values to t the measured EWs in the solar spectrum. A solar atmosphere with Te = 5777 K, log g = 4:44 and microturbulence, = 1:25 km s ?1 was assumed. The metal abundances and could then be altered to calculate the expected summed EW of the 46 lines from di erent atmospheres. The results of this calculation are shown graphically in Fig. 7 relationship assumed in this paper (section 2.3). The horizontal error in the solar point represents plausible errors in the reddening of NGC 2516. Although such errors are not quoted anywhere in the literature, inspection of plots in Dachs & Kabus (1989) and JTP97 indicate 0:03 to be reasonable. The vertical error bar with tick marks represents the summed EW for solar-type stars (with = 1:25 km s ?1 ) with a range of metallicities. Finally, the vertical bar next to the solar point illustrates the e ect on the predicted EWs, for Fe/H]= 0:0, when is altered between 0.5 and 2.5 km s ?1 . A higher means a larger summed EW is found for the same Fe/H].
We see from Fig.7 that the results cannot be very conclusive because the lines we are able to measure are strong enough to be signi cantly in uenced by the assumed . With high S/N spectra one could look at variations of abundance with line EW to constrain . It is not clear at all from the literature what value should best be used in young, cool, chromospherically active stars. Some workers use 1 km s ?1 (Boesgaard & Friel 1990) , while others use 2.5 km s ?1 (Edvardsson et al. 1995 Pinsonneault et al. (1998) Using this range of reddening and metallicity we have re-derived the intrinsic distance modulus to NGC 2516 using the same empirical ZAMS loci as Pinsonneault et al. (1998) and assuming all our candidate members are single. We nd a distance modulus of 7:96 0:17, where the lower values correspond to low reddening/metallicity. This value agrees with the value obtained by JTP97 from their main sequence tting to F-stars in the cluster but is marginally higher than the Hipparcos result of 7:71 0:15 (Robichon et al. 1997) . Investigating whether this discrepancy is similar to the Pleiades Hipparcos distance anomaly (Robichon et al. 1997 , Pinsonneault et al. 1998 will require a better determination of the reddening and metallicity.
DISCUSSION
The main aim of this paper was to test current ideas on the evolution of cool star rotation and Li abundances in NGC 2516, a cluster which probably has a metal-poor composition compared with the best studied other young clusters. An optically selected sample was chosen for observation, which should be unbiased with respect to rotation, magnetic activity or Li abundance.
The rotation rates in NGC 2516 behave as expected when compared to both younger and older clusters. There is strong evidence that appreciable spin down has taken place for F and early G stars between the ages of the Pleiades and NGC 2516. Little further spin down is required to match the rotation rates seen in the older Hyades and indeed there is no discernible di erence in the rotation rates of these stars in NGC 2516 and the slightly older NGC 6475 and NGC 1039 clusters. The story for late G and early K stars is slightly di erent. There is no evidence for spin down between the Pleiades and NGC 2516, marginal evidence for some spin down between NGC 2516 and NGC 6475/NGC 1039 and substantial spin down required to reach the rotation rates seen in the Hyades. These observations are in full agreement with the suggestion that spin down timescales are mass dependent, ranging from a few tens of Myr for early G stars to hundreds of Myr for K stars (e.g. Stau er 1991, S93c, JJ97). A mass-dependent dynamo saturation rate, such that stellar magnetic eld strengths saturate at a constant Rossby number, seems perfectly capable of explaining these observations (e.g. Barnes & So a 1996 , 1998 .
It is not clear how di ering metallicities might a ect the spin down of cool stars. For a given e ective temperature, a metal-poor star will have a shallower convection zone and smaller convective turnover time (e.g. Rucinski & Vandenberg 1986) . For metallicity di erences of 0.3 dex, turnover times will di er by 20-30 percent. This might have a direct e ect on the level of dynamo activity seen at a given rotation rate, in the sense that metal-poor stars would be less active. However, this could be counteracted by a slower spindown rate and consequently slightly higher rotation rates at a given age (see discussion in JTP97). There is also the possibility that coronal metallicities would scale with photospheric metallicities and, for a given assumption about coronal temperatures, result in di ering conversion factors between X-ray count rates and uxes. A more trivial e ect of substantially di ering metallicities would be to alter the assumed e ective temperature and deduced age (from the nuclear turn-o ) of the cluster members. If NGC 2516 has an Fe/H] as low as -0.3, e ective temperatures would be 100-150 K lower (as seen in Fig. 4c ) and the age would be increased by about 40 Myr (Je ries 1997a). These di erences are too small to have a detectable in uence in our limited sample. In conclusion we would say that the data we have are perfectly consistent with the current rotation-activity paradigm and that there is no need to invoke a lower metallicity in NGC 2516 to explain the observations. Lithium depletion is likely to be far more sensitive to metallicity, especially that portion of the depletion that takes place while cool stars are in the PMS phase. An idea of the size of the e ect is given in Fig. 4c , where three 150 Myr isochrones of Li depletion are plotted. These isochrones (from Chaboyer et al. 1995) are \standard" models, incorporating only convective mixing and are for metallicities of (from top to bottom) of ?0:1, 0.0 and +0:1 respectively. The solar metallicity isochrone is also reproduced in the upper two panels. The depletion predicted by the models is due almost entirely to convective mixing in the PMS phase, apart from MS stars cooler than 4800 K, where the CZ base is hot enough to continue Li burning. The 150 Myr isochrones are therefore approximately applicable to all the data in Fig.4 with Te > 4800 K.
The solar metallicity standard models are well matched to the lower envelope of Li abundances in the Pleiades G and early K stars. It appears that the lower envelope of the NGC 2516 data could also be described with this isochrone. Turning to NGC 6475 and NGC 1039, there is evidence for a more Li depleted lower envelope. NGC 6475 has a metallicity more appropriate to the Fe/H]= +0:1 isochrone, but all the data lie some way above this level. There may of course still be less active, slowly rotating stars with greater Li depletion to be found in this cluster because the present data are Xray selected. NGC 1039 has an estimated solar metallicity, but this estimate is probably not accurate enough to conclude that extra depletion beyond that provided by standard models is required in any of the stars. That is not the case for the Hyades, where even a Fe/H]= +0:15 standard model isochrone lies above the G and early K stars , and some extra, \non-standard" mixing is required.
A plausible scenario now seems to be emerging from the cluster data (see also the discussion in Jones et al. 1997 ). It appears that as a cluster arrives on the MS, the lower envelope of Li abundances in the G and K stars is largely determined by PMS convective mixing, which is very sensitive to the cluster metallicity. The most rapidly rotating stars preserve more of their Li, perhaps due to changes in the location of the CZ base (see Mart in & Claret 1996) . Subsequently, the dispersion in Li abundances converges as non-standard mixing processes, such as turbulent di usion driven by differential rotation become e ective, which are more e cient in the rapid rotators undergoing the largest angular momentum loss. NGC 2516 may t in with this scenario, but only if the metallicity is ?0:1 < Fe/H]< 0:0 and certainly not much less than that in the Pleiades. A metallicity as low as Fe/H]= ?0:3 would seem to be unlikely, because standard models would predict almost no Li depletion in stars hotter than 4800 K. The alternative suggestion is that the metallicity is signi cantly lower than the Pleiades and that \non-standard" mixing modes can reduce the photospheric Li in NGC 2516 to Pleiades levels in only 50 Myr. Unfortunately, our analysis in section 3.6 does not constrain the metallicity su ciently well to decisively choose between these possibilities and either are still possible.
A number of tests for these scenarios and suggestions for future work can be put forward.
An accurate, spectroscopic determination of the metallicity of NGC 2516 is urgently required and would yield limits on the timescales for \non-standard" mixing.
If NGC 6475 has a metallicity of +0.11 (JJ97) then there should be further G and K members in an optically selected sample with lower Li abundances than those in the X-ray selected sample.
Observations of a metal-rich cluster with a similar age to the Pleiades should reveal some G and K stars with Li abundances only slightly higher than seen in the Hyades.
A cluster with a similar age to the Hyades but lower metallicity, would have signi cantly higher Li abundances, but less than predicted by standard models. The data for NGC 6633 (Je ries 1997b) are at least in reasonable agreement with this requirement.
SUMMARY
We have used photometric selection techniques to identify possible low mass members of NGC 2516, a 150 Myr cluster which may have a signi cantly lower metallicity than other well studied clusters. High resolution spectroscopy of the candidates has enabled us to estimate radial velocities, projected equatorial velocities and photospheric lithium abundances. Using the radial velocities we have con rmed membership for 24 F to early K stars and identi ed 3 possible spectroscopic binaries.
The measured rotation rates in NGC 2516 are intermediate between the Pleiades and Hyades. Examples of rapid rotators with ve sin i> 20 km s ?1 are seen in stars with spectral type K0, but not in hotter stars. The observations are consistent with models of angular momentum loss which predict mass dependent spin down timescales from 20 ? 50 Myr in F/G stars to 100 ? 300 Myr in K stars.
The X-ray coronal activity of the sample is as expected according to the rotation activity paradigm and we see no evidence for any anomalies that might be attributed to a low metallicity.
The pattern of Li depletion observed is indistinguishable from the Pleiades apart from three stars with anomalously low Li abundances. We have reason to suspect that at least one of these is a non-member and the other two should be carefully investigated. Our limited sample con rms that, for the late G/early K stars, where a scatter is present in the Li abundances, the most rapid rotators are least Li depleted. If PMS depletion is mainly a result of convective mixing then current Li depletion models suggest that the metallicity of NGC 216 cannot be as low as indicated by the U-B excess of F/G stars (JTP97), with a more likely value being ?0:1 < Fe/H]< 0:0. Alternatively, the low metallicity derived from the U ? B excess may be correct, in which case \non-standard" mixing processes act on timescales of only 50 Myr to deplete the NGC 2516 Li abundances to levels seen in the Pleiades. We have attempted to independently determine the metallicity using our low S/N spectra and the B ? V vs V ? IC CMD, yielding estimates of As these estimates do not decide between the two scenarios outlined above, a precise spectroscopic determination of the metallicity is urgently required.
